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Seabourn Encore
We are so excited to introduce to you the newest 

member of our ultra-luxury fleet. First impressions 

are important, and Seabourn Encore’s sleek 

silhouette effectively conveys a promise of the 

sophisticated aesthetic that awaits you on board. 

In these pages, we invite you to discover the 

warmly hospitable spaces envisioned by master 

designer Adam D. Tihany. Seabourn Encore has 

been lovingly crafted from the most exquisite 

materials, and polished to a lustrous, yacht-like fit 

and finish. If we sound proud, it’s because we 

are. Extraordinary in every way, Seabourn Encore 

represents the pinnacle of our mission to offer our 

guests the world’s finest cruising experiences.

As always, with Seabourn  
you’ll enjoy:

Intimate ships with no more than 300 suites

Spacious all-suite accommodations

Award-winning gourmet dining. Further
enhanced through a partnership with
Chef Thomas Keller

Tipping is neither required nor expected

Complimentary champagne and in-suite bar

Complimentary open bars and fine wines





Atrium
All the sensual curves of Seabourn Encore’s design converge in the helical Main Stairway spiraling from Deck 4 to 

Deck 11. Under the dreamlike skylight, The Atrium features a bespoke art installation at the center of the staircase.



Pool Deck
Suspended between sea and sky, a generous expanse of teak deck surrounds a sparkling pool and two 

bubbling spas. Loungers are arrayed in sunlight and shade, and our attentive staff satisfies your every wish. 



Seabourn Square
The social heart of the ship. Guests stop by our innovative multipurpose lounge to consult Guest Services, 

meet friends for fresh-roasted coffee and pastries from the Coffee Bar, or choose a magazine from the library 

and settle into a comfy chair. 



The Grill by Thomas Keller
Our signature restaurant is an elegant evocation of the classic American chophouse, serving a menu inspired by 

Michelin-starred chef Thomas Keller. A cocktail program and extensive wine list complements the menu for an rivaled 

dining experience.





The Restaurant
Our stunning fine-dining venue offers an extensive a la carte menu perfectly prepared to order and served with 

pride. Open seating invites you to choose when and with whom you dine. 



TERRINE OF MOULARD DUCK FOIE GRAS, INSPIRED BY CHEF THOMAS KELLER, THE RESTAURANT



The Colonnade
Lavish breakfast and lunch buffets 

are featured daily at this more 

casual indoor/outdoor alternative, 

along with classic menus ordered 

at the table. Menus of regionally 

inspired cuisine highlight dinners 

nightly, ordered and served 

tableside.



Sushi
Master sushi chefs create a variety of strictly fresh Japanese specialties at this fun, flavorful alternative for lunch and 

dinner on board. A menu of Japanese sakes, beers and cocktails complements your meal. 



The Retreat
High atop the ship, a ring of fully furnished private cabanas encircles an exclusive enclave of luxury. Available per day 

for charge, the experience includes premium Champagne, a unique food and drinks menu, an oversized whirlpool 

spa and more. Spa treatments in the dedicated Spa Cabana are an optional addition.



In the first-ever program of its kind at sea, our skilled 

Mindful Living Coach offers a holistic spa and 

wellness experience integrating physical, social, 

environmental and spiritual well-being, based on Dr. 

Weil’s groundbreaking research and bestselling books.



Grand Salon
State-of-the-art technology combines with top-of-the-line furnishings to offer a welcoming lounge for everything 

from Seabourn Conversations lectures to dazzling production shows.



The Club 
The liveliest spot on board, The Club is a favorite spot for drinks and dancing both before and after dinner. The  

exclusive aft pool set immediately behind The Club makes the open Club Terrace a great place for relaxing by day, 

and night owls can enjoy dance music into the wee hours.



Wintergarden Suite
Nothing compares to these exceptional 

989 sq.ft. suites located on Deck 8. Among 

their many fabulous features, the standout is 

the glass-enclosed private solarium with a 

soaking tub overlooking the sea.



Signature Suite 
Located all the way forward on Deck 8, these superb suites encompass 931 sq.ft. of inside space behind a 

span of forward-facing windows overlooking a sweeping, 960 sq.ft. curve of private veranda.



Owner’s Suite 
Located on decks 7 – 10, these exceptional suites range from 576 to 609 sq.ft, and feature dining for four, 

a separate bedroom and guest bath.



Penthouse Suite
Thoughtfully designed and tastefully decorated, these beautifully appointed suites located on decks 

10 and 11 measure 450 sq.ft. and include a separate bedroom.



Veranda Suite
Every suite on Seabourn Encore includes a private veranda.  Categories V1 through V6 measure a generous 246 to 

302 sq.ft. of beautifully furnished inside space with another 68 to 83 sq.ft. of personal outdoor space. Although they 

comprise the most numerous suite configuration on board, there is nothing about them that could even remotely be 

called basic. Every detail is hand-selected to embody the ultimate in luxury furnishings.



Veranda Suite Bathroom
Polished marble bathrooms with gleaming European chrome fixtures, sparkling glass, twin sinks and  a shower — most 

also include a separate tub. 



Observation Bar
A spectacular, 270° curve of full-length windows enfolds this sociable space high atop the ship. A perfect place 

for viewing passing scenery, or enjoying piano music and a lavish afternoon tea. 



Sky Bar
No spot on board captures the sheer pleasure of cruising better. With sweeping views over the sea from horizon to 

horizon, plus the sunlit Pool Deck below, daytimes at the Sky Bar are simply as good as it gets.



Patio Bar 
When it’s just too nice to go inside, this breezy 

setting offers the option of casual poolside dining 

featuring lunch buffets, delicious grilled dinners and 

fresh-baked pizzas all afternoon. 



Aft Pool 
One of the best things about Seabourn Encore is the variety of intimate open deck spaces scattered strategically 

around the ship—places to relax and read or enjoy an alfresco chat with friends. One our favorites is this terrace 

aft of The Club on Deck 5, where a “secret” swimming pool and a pair of whirlpool spas invite you to stretch out, 

sip a refreshing drink and gaze out at the ship’s wake opening out endlessly behind you.
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